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INTRODUCTION
In this review I endeavour to draw a picture of
vitamin A biology which may be relevant to the way
we use it in adults and children with HIV/AIDS. I
will attempt to cover some basic science in this field
and wish to draw attention to the serious deficiencies
in the literature in our understanding of this
biologically highly active vitamin. There is much
scope for further research in this area. It is
remarkable how a vitamin has been adopted as a
central feature of prevention of childhood illness
despite such significant gaps in our understanding.
There is no question that vitamin A is beneficial for
child health (this has been demonstrated in good
randomised controlled trials), but how it works (in
terms of immunology or epithelial biology), what
happens to it after administration (metabolism), and
whether the way we do things needs to be adjusted in
HIV/AIDS are simply not known.
The scientific and clinical basis for giving vitamin
A
Vitamin A is the term given to a collection of different
but related molecules1. These include retinol, retinyl
esters, retinoic acid (RA), and ? -carotene, most of
which are interconvertible and can replace each other
in the treatment of the vitamin A deficiency state.
Vitamin A deficiency is clinically recognisable as
night blindness, progressing to keratomalacia, and
this is the only absolute indication for vitamin A
treatment using high doses. However, vitamin A has
also been shown to protect children from infectious
disease, suggesting either that a borderline
deficiency state exists which is associated with
increased susceptibility to infectious disease, or that
vitamin A has a pharmacological effect on the
immune or other body systems, or both. Vitamin A
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supplementation programmes have now been
2
implemented worldwide , and in Zambia all children
under 5 years are supposed to receive a mega-dose
oral supplement every 6 months. There have been
many studies which show an association between
increased infectious disease and evidence of
compromised vitamin A status, but these are
confounded by the fact that serum retinol
concentration, and probably bioavailability to
tissues, are impaired during an acute phase response.
The most reliable data therefore come from
intervention studies. In Ghana, supplementation with
retinol palmitate capsules (200,000i.u.) every 4
months was associated with a 34% (95%CI 8%53%) reduction in deaths due to diarrhoeal disease in
children under the age of 7.5 years and a reduction of
19% (95%CI 2%-32%) in all-cause mortality3. It is
on the basis of this and other studies4 that vitamin A
supplementation programmes, using intermittent
treatment with mega-doses of retinol were widely
adopted in the 1990s. Vitamin A supplements appear
to have their greatest effects on treatment of measles
and prevention of severe diarrhoea. There is little
effect of vitamin A on mortality from respiratory
infections5 and supplementation may increase their
incidence6. However, in treatment of established
diarrhoeal disease the benefit is much less certain. In
general there appears to be little effect of vitamin A
on acute diarrhoea7,8,9 except that due to Shigella10.
There is evidence that vitamin A supplementation in
11,12
pregnancy reduces mortality Although high doses
of vitamin A in early pregnancy can be teratogenic,
regular lower doses to women in populations, such as
in Nepal, where deficiency is prevalent seem to carry
little risk13. The proximate teratogens appear to be the
retinoic acids2, not retinol itself, and thus it is
important to understand factors affecting retinol
storage and metabolism to these active forms in
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individuals of differing health, vitamin A status and
other physiological conditions.
In HIV infection, there is ample evidence of vitamin
A deficiency. Most vitamin A supplementation trials
have been in HIV-infected pregnant or lactating
women with the primary aim to decrease mother-tochild transmission. Although transmission appears
unaffected by vitamin A supplements, there is
evidence that vitamin A has benefits for morbidity
and mortality in HIV-infected children, a group
particularly at risk for deficiency14,15. One randomised
trial which included vitamin A as part of a multiple
micronutrient supplement did show a significant
16
reduction in mortality of Thai adults . However,
morbidity was not reduced, nor was CD4 count
improved, so the mechanism of benefit was not clear.
A recent trial conducted in Lusaka showed some
early evidence of reduced mortality in HIV-infected
adults, but the numbers of deaths were small as the
trial was not powered to analyse a mortality effect17.
A recent report from Tanzania has raised concerns
about the safety of retinol in HIV-infected adults18. A
randomised controlled trial was conducted in 1078
pregnant HIV-infected women, and in a factorial
design two interventions were tested against placebo
individually and in combination: vitamin A was
compared against vitamins B, C and E. The B,C,Etreated women showed a modest reduction in
progression, increased CD4 count, and reduced viral
load, but this effect was blunted when given in
combination with vitamin A. The study showed no
effect on diarrhoeal disease, but respiratory
infections were reduced by 21% (p=0.02) in women
given vitamins B,C, and E. In another study from
Zimbabwe, vitamin A supplementation of HIVinfected children reduced mortality by 28%
(P=0.01), but mortality was doubled in HIV-negative
children born to HIV-infected mothers19.
It is clear that vitamin A supplementation is usually
beneficial, but this depends on the population under
study, and differences in dose and formulation
between trials may also determine whether benefit is
seen. There is no consensus on the conditions under
which benefit is likely to be seen. It is my belief that
these apparent contradictions will not be resolved
until more is know about the metabolism of vitamin A
under different circumstances.
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The metabolism of vitamin A
Vitamin A is present in the diet either as retinyl esters
(with fatty acids, usually in the all-trans isomeric
configuration) or as plant precursors of which the
greatest share is ? -carotene which comprises two
retinol molecules. Retinyl esters are hydrolysed in
the intestinal lumen or in the enterocyte and retinol is
then taken up against its concentration gradient by
complexing with cellular retinol binding proteins
(cRBP)-I and II in the enterocyte20. cRBP-II is
upregulated by dietary fatty acids21, which, in
addition to the stimulation of bile release by dietary
fat, may explain why some observers have found
vitamin A absorption to be enhanced when coadministered with fat. cRBP-1 also functions to
promote retinol esterification, and cRBP-I null mice
exhibit increased synthesis of RA through the action
of ADH. Carotenoids are hydrolysed in the
enterocyte to retinol, retinal or apocarotenoids. There
is also evidence that all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA)
can be produced directly from ? -carotene by
excentric cleavage22, although this is controversial.
Retinal is reduced to retinol. Retinol is then reesterified and exported as chylomicrons, which are
absorbed in the liver and retinyl esters are stored in
stellate cells. All-trans retinol is transported from the
liver to peripheral tissues complexed to retinol
binding protein (RBP), in holo-RBP, and
transthyretin. Holo-RBP is recognised by specific
receptors and retinol taken up across the plasma
membrane. The remaining particle, apo-RBP, is
degraded in the kidney.
In the enterocyte a proportion of retinol is oxidised to
retinoic acid. The proportion which goes down this
pathway is uncertain, and there are few data on
factors which determine this proportion. More is
known about hepatic interconversion of these forms
under enzymatic control23:
RE
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Lecithin: retinol acyl transferase (LRAT) catalyses
the esterification of retinol for storage. Retinyl ester
hydrolase (REH) reverses this reaction. ADH is
alcohol dehydrogenase, but only medium- and shortchain enzymes perform the oxidation of retinol, and
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RDH is retinal dehydrogenase. Alcohol competes for
ADH, so retinoic acid metabolism is altered in
alcohol dependent adults24. AR is aldose reductase.
CYP26 is a member of the cytochrome P450 system
which converts ATRA into hydroxy-, keto-, and
glucuronyl- metabolites which have reduced
bioactivity and may represent an excretion pathway,
e.g. in bile. The interactions within this system have
been elucidated by work in rats. In VAD, LRAT is
virtually inactive, but rapidly induced by feeding
with retinol, and this is mediated by ATRA through
RAR (the retinoic acid receptor, see below). This
effect does not operate in intestine, just in liver. In
health, RA appears to signal repletion of body stores
of vitamin A, and this leads to reduced export of
retinol through holo-RBP 23. CYP26 is inducible by
ATRA due to the presence of a retinoic acid response
element (RARE) in its promoter (see below). Again,
its activity in vitamin A deficiency is negligible, but
the induction of CYP26 by RA is also observed in
small intestine25. This system suggests that there is
negative feedback by which RA concentration is
regulated.
Small intestinal enterocyte cytosolic fractions can
oxidise retinol directly to ATRA26, which may
explain why the concentration of ATRA in porcine
portal and systemic venous blood is higher following
administration of high dose retinol than after
administration of a meal of liver containing the same
dose of retinol27. A similar effect has been shown in
peripheral blood in humans28. There are no data to our
knowledge regarding the impact of vitamin A
supplements on these metabolic pathways.
Molecular effects of vitamin A
The importance of retinol at a molecular level
appears to be largely through retinoic acid (RA), one
of the most powerful transcriptional regulators
known. There are three major isoforms of retinoic
acid, 9-cis RA, 13-cis RA, and all-trans retinoic acid
(ATRA), apart from 11-cisRA which is only required
as the substrate for the synthesis of rhodopsin in the
retina. These retinoids bind to specific receptors in
the nucleus and the receptor-ligand complex then
acts as a transcription factor in the classical sense by
binding to specific DNA sequences (RAREs) in open
chromatin. The receptors to which retinoic acid binds
are members of the steroid-thyroid hormone receptor
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superfamily, which are examples of multi-cysteine
zinc finger transcription factors and require zinc for
their molecular conformation. There are two protein
receptors which participate in recognition of retinoic
acid isoforms, termed RAR and RXR, and they form
homo-dimers or hetero-dimers. It is the pairing of
these receptor dimers which confers ligand
specificity on the receptor complex and determines
the response element in gene promoter sequences to
which they will bind. The three isoforms of each of
RAR and RXR, ? , ? and ? , have different tissue
expression specificities. Thus, the RXR-RXR
homodimer binds 9-cisRA and recognises the RXRE
response element sequence AGGTCANAGGTCA.
The RXR-RAR heterodimer binds ATRA and
recognises the RARE response elements
A G G T C A N N A G G T C A
o r
AGGTCANNNNNAGGTCA. These response
elements are composed of two repeats of the
consensus motif AGGTCA, and it is only the spacing
between these sequences which differs.
Importantly, it is retinoic acid which is the
transcriptionally active retinoid, and therefore an
understanding of the factors which determine
oxidation of retinol to the isoforms of RA is critical to
understanding the biological consequences of
vitamin A administration.
Physiological effects of vitamin A on immune cells
This subject has recently been reviewed and it is clear
29
that available data are few . Vitamin A deficient
children in Indonesia had lower CD4/CD8 ratios,
lower proportions of CD4 naïve T cells, and higher
proportions of CD8, CD45RO T cells than nonvitamin A deficient children, and these abnormalities
were all reversed after treatment with 60mg retinol30.
For many years immunologists have used the terms
'Th1' and 'Th2' to explain some observations about
the cytokine expression profile of T cells. In brief,
Th1 cells secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines such
as interleukin (IL)-2 and interferon (IFN)-? , under
the control of other cytokines such as MIF, IL-12 and
IL-18, and they direct a cell-mediated immune
response to viral and other intracellular infections,
often leading to the release of TNF-? . Th2 cells
secrete IL-4, IL-5 and IL-10, under the control of IL-
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4, IL-10 and IL-13 and direct an antibody-mediated
immune response to extracellular pathogens. Th1
and Th2 cells down-regulate each other. Recently,
certain transcription factors have been recognised to
be highly discriminating differentiation markers of
these T cell subsets: T-bet is a Th1 marker and GATA3 is a Th2 marker. A third subset of regulatory T cells
(Th0 or ThR) has been described; these secrete the
potent anti-inflammatory cytokines TGF-? and IL10.

There has been very little work on gut lymphoid
cells. In one study, in colonic lymphocytes recovered
from resection specimens, retinol suppressed and
ATRA enhanced lymphocyte proliferation as
measure by thymidine incorporation, and ornithine
decarboxylase activity (the first step in polyamine
synthesis) was also increased38.

Vitamin A deficiency (VAD) compromises antibody
responses in rats to T cell dependent antigens such as
tetanus toxoid. Rats immunised during vitamin A
deficiency can generate normal IgG and IgM
responses following rescue with retinol or ATRA,
indicating that memory cell formation is not the
defect31, although recent work with an adoptive
transfer model in mice contradicts this. Retinoic acid
is known to enhance T cell activation by mitogens,
31
and augmented antibody production by B cells . The
key Th1 cytokine interferon (IFN)-? binds to its
receptor and ultimately activates STAT-1 by
phosphorylation, which then translocates to the
nucleus of the cell and binds as homo- or heterodimers to the promoter regions of IFN-? responsive
genes. ATRA can amplify this response by binding to
an RA response element (RARE) in the promoter of
the STAT-1 gene32.

The single most important cytokine required for the
down-regulation of inflammatory responses is TGF? , secreted by regulatory T cells. In VAD rats,
expression of TGF-? 2 was reduced in intestinal
mucosa, but this effect was reversible by RA
administration39. We have recently undertaken a
systematic search for retinoid response elements
(RARE and RXRE) in the 5'-untranslated regions of
key immunological genes (unpublished data). We
found the RAR orphan receptor (i.e. half the receptor
dimer binding site) response element in the 5'-UTRs
of TGF-? 1, TGF-? ?receptor-1 (which incidentally
both also contain a metal response element which
would respond to zinc), IL-1 receptor-2, and IL-10.
There are multiple RAREs in the TGF-? R1 5'-UTR,
which is of great interest in view of the central role of
TGF-? in down-regulating pro-inflammatory
cytokine responses.
Physiological effects of vitamin A on intestinal cells
Vitamin A has direct effects on the intestinal mucosa.
In animal models, intestinal adaptation is reduced in
vitamin A deficiency, and this effect is mediated over
48 hours by reduced cell proliferation and migration
and increased apoptosis40. Vitamin A deficiency in
rats leads to reduced number of goblet cells and
reduced glycoprotein synthesis41.

On the other hand, retinoids inhibit B cell
proliferation in response to direct stimulation with
anti-IgM antibodies, and this was shown to be
mediated through RAR? and RAR? , not through
RXRs 33 . Simultaneously, apoptosis was also
inhibited, so B cells in this model system were
rendered long-living but quiescent.
NF-? B is a critical intracellular signalling point for
pro-inflammatory cytokines, and it is also a key
component of signal transduction pathways for the
innate pattern recognition receptors Toll-Like
Receptors (TLRs). Using a whole-body imaging
method in mice, VAD was shown to lead to elevation
of whole-body NF-? B activation. This effect was
reversed by ATRA and reproduced by administration
of the RAR-pan antagonist AGN19431034. ATRA has
been shown to induce transcription of the
35
cathelicidin gene PR-39 in bone marrow cells and
induces ? -defensin gene expression in human
myeloid cells36,37.

In children with increased intestinal permeability
due to tropical enteropathy, vitamin A (16,700i.u.
weekly for 8 weeks) given to children attending a
clinic with minor ailments significantly reduced
intestinal permeability, and 200,000i.u. single dose
given to children with increased permeability due to
diarrhoea significantly enhanced the rate of
reduction in permeability42. In another study, vitamin
A improved gastrointestinal integrity in children43.
Retinoids also induce expression of genes involved
in retinoid signalling and vitamin A transport across
the intestinal mucosa. Retinol and ATRA induced
54
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RAR? and cRBP-I in fetal and Caco2 cells, but
neither retinoid induced epithelial cell
differentiation44. Both ATRA and 9-cisRA induced
expression of cRBP-II in Caco-2 cells and this was
associated with a 50% increase in retinol uptake by
the cells45. Again, RAR? was also induced. In
humans, the RA effect on cRBP-II must be indirect as
46
the 5'-untranslated region has no RXR binding site .
There is also a specific transcriptional effect of RA
on the apical sodium-dependent bile acid transporter
in humans, which is up-regulated 4-fold by ATRA
but down-regulated by bile acids themselves47.
Vitamin A and HIV/AIDS in Zambia
In a community survey in Ndola, northern Zambia,
the prevalence of hyporetinolaemia in unselected
adults was 20%, and this was increased in HIV
48
infection and AIDS . Since the introduction of
vitamin A fortification of sugar this proportion is
likely to have fallen. However, in patients with
advanced AIDS in the University Teaching Hospital,
Lusaka, in collaboration with Dr Kafwembe in
TDRC, we observed that serum concentrations of
retinol did not respond with the same rise after a
mega-dose of retinol as in HIV seronegative
controls49, and there may be a malabsorption
problem. In a recent trial, the effects even of multiple
micronutrient supplementation were modest, though
we did find some interesting evidence of reduced
mortality as noted above17. More work needs to be
done. We are currently examining the impact of
multiple micronutrient supplements on vaccine
responsiveness, which is another field in which
much remains to be learned.
It seems to me that despite much theoretical
knowledge on the basic biology of vitamin A and
retinoic acids, there is much we do not know and
which we need to find out if we are to resolve the
fundamental uncertainties in the results of the two
18,19
clinical trials
which have generated these
worrying data on mortality. There is no immediate
cause for concern there is a great deal of evidence
that vitamin A does a lot of good, and these trials
were few in number and not primarily directed at
looking at these effects. But we do need more
research on micronutrients in general and vitamin A
in particular to see how we can best use these very
potent molecules for the benefit of our patients.
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